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NB: Measurements & levels should be double checked on site prior to construction

- Sensory planting & Feature artwork
- Mural on fence behind or screening planting
- Playable boundary - Interactive fence, musical wall
- Stories/Chair
- Decking (or mulch?)
- Miscanthus hedge
- Willow entrance
- Planting & objects (fairytales / stories)
- Leaf path / images link spaces (paint on existing tarmac?)
- 1.2m path self binding aggregate or tarmac & imprints
- Archway over or feature planting at entrance
- Moveable shade sail
- Outdoor information / teaching board
- Steps
- Veg
- Retain at boundary where necessary with low timber posts
- Retained area of blue bark mulch
- Sleeper edge
- Planters (to change seasonally)
- Posts / discs, activities to hop, bounce down gradient (Playdale straddle stilts?)
- Posts / discs activities to hop, bounce down gradient (Playdale straddle stilts?)
- Screen planting / Climbers
- Edible hedge
- Raised bed timber post edging
- Storage shed
- Compost, recycling
- Potting bench
- Seating extends from edges to raised beds
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